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ABSTRACT An edge detection is important for its reliability and security which delivers a better understand-
ing of object recognition in the applications of computer vision, such as pedestrian detection, face detection,
and video surveillance. This paper introduced two fundamental limitations encountered in edge detection:
edge connectivity and edge thickness, those have been used by various developments in the state-of-the-
art. An optimal selection of the threshold for effectual edge detection has constantly been a key challenge
in computer vision. Therefore, a robust edge detection algorithm using multiple threshold approaches
(B-Edge) is proposed to cover both the limitations. The majorly used canny edge operator focuses on two
thresholds selections and still witnesses a few gaps for optimal results. To handle the loopholes of the
canny edge operator, our method selects the simulated triple thresholds that target to the prime issues of the
edge detection: image contrast, effective edge pixels selection, errors handling, and similarity to the ground
truth. The qualitative and quantitative experimental evaluations demonstrate that our edge detection method
outperforms competing algorithms for mentioned issues. The proposed approach endeavors an improvement
for both grayscale and colored images.

INDEX TERMS Edge, edge connectivity, edge detection, edge width uniformity, threshold.

I. INTRODUCTION

EDGES are directly coupled with shape variations in the
distribution of pixel intensities. They carry significant sub-
stantiation about an object [1]. Thus, edge detection persis-
tently considered as an elementary operation achieved at low-
level image processing and various computer vision applica-
tions. The two primary approaches to edge detection from an
image are: the thresholding/enhancement technique and the
edge fitting technique. The former, depicts the discontinuity
in image attributes those are enhanced by processing using
operators. The latter, involves in the fitting of / ideal edge
pixels. Fig. 1 [2] illustrates the edge enhancement/ thresh-
olding edge detection method. Numerous researchers have
committed efforts in designing effective edge operators and
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its evaluations. In 1981, Kitchen and Rosenfeld [3] made
an attempt for detecting the edges based on its local good
form by means of a quality evaluation method. The acquired
outcomes were similar to consequences obtained from known
ideal positions when were compared with the variation in
thresholds, noise and blurriness. Non-requirement of the prior
information about true locations, made the proposed method
applied in multiple applications. Lack in width uniformity
was the key limitation of the proposed approach [3]. Thework
over uniformity, accuracy and sensitivity assessment of edged
images was made by Zhu [4]. The improvement in which was
made in [5], by working over the partial derivate fails using
local information around edge terminals for effective edge
linking.

In 1998, Russo [6], adopted the fuzzy reasoning for
successful detection of edges without being misled by the
noises. Fast and effective outcomes were observed from the
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FIGURE 1. Edge enhancement/thresholding edge detection system.

simulations. By the time, an improvement was made in [7]
and [8] by using soft-threshold wavelet technique for the
removal of noise and practice of Sobel edge detection opera-
tor for detection from the image.
Khamy et al. [9] took a step towards the improve-

ment of clear edges with an attempt in an improvement of
Sobel approach. Lack in satisfactory outcomes led a further
enhancement in state-of-the-art using ACO approach [10].
In the year 2006, Dollar et al. [11] proposed a supervised
learning-based algorithm for edge and boundary detection.
In this adaptive learning stage, the algorithm used an extended
version of the Probabilistic Boosting Tree classification
method for discriminative model learning that selects and
amalgamate a huge count of features across various scales.
In the year 2011, Pablo et al. [12] target to minimize

the image segmentation issues to that of contour detection.
He adopted spectral clustering-based globalization contour
detection collaborated to multiple detections of local cues.
Secondly, he developed a segmentation algorithmwith an aim
to transform contour detected outcomes into a hierarchical
region tree using generic machinery. In the year 2013, Lim
et al. [13] described a new mid-level feature called sketch
tokens that is supervised information in the form of hand
drawn contours in images. He clustered the human generated
contours patches to generate sketch token classes and random
forest classifier for object detection from images.
Agarwal [14] compared the edge detection of bacterial

foraging algorithm (BFA) and canny method. It was con-
cluded that BFA obtained better outcomes than canny as
bacterial foraging uses swarm intelligence whereas, canny
uses gaussian filter. Later, Yang et al. [15] aim at the issue
of driving relationship between local phase vector and local
attenuation, if a higher dimensional signal is not intrinsically
one-dimensional signal. To overcome the discussed issue
modified differential phase congruency method was devel-
oped, which proved a higher dimensional space frequency
in it is equal to the minus of the scale derivate of the local
attenuation. In the year 2017, Xuan and Hong [16] focus
to resolve the limitations of a traditional canny method by
introducing differential operation on amplitude gradient his-
togram. The experiments show that the proposed method
was robust to noise and could detach the targets from its
background. Later, Verma and Parihar [17], developed a fuzzy
system for edge detection by the smallest unvalued segment

assimilating nucleus (SUSAN) principal and BFA. Concep-
tually, a parametric fuzzy intensifier operator (FINT) was
developed to improved weak edge information that produces
another fuzzy set. BFA was utilized to optimize the involved
parameters in fuzzy membership function and FINT. The
experiments concluded with acceptable outcomes. Günen
and Atasever [18] proposed a backtracking search clustering
based edge detection algorithm for noisy images. It was
concluded that obtained outcomes performed better than
traditional methods even though statistical outcomes vary
according to the modified ground truth images. Ma et al. [19]
proposed a novel de-noising principle based edge detection
method on Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images. Out-
comes from experiments were obtained to be successful in
developing edge visual effect of SAR images and together
got down the false edges.

Zhang et al. [20] focus to improve the Sobel Edge
algorithm by enhancing the gradient template using the
FPGA technology. Better outcomes were observed from
the improved algorithm. Cao et al. [21] work over parallel
designed and implementation for an Otsu- optimized canny
operator using a Map Reduce parallel programming model.
Ostu method aims to optimize the canny operator’s dual
threshold and performance whereas MapReduce parallel pro-
gramming operates to resolve speed and cost issues. The
outcomes acquired better performance in comparison to the
existing methods.

Based on the literature survey, it is observed that the
research on edge detection have run parallel and are intermit-
tent from the last 40 years. Incremental progress is reported
in successive works for years. Along with this, works are
reported from various universities across continents. From
the literature review it has been identified that the existing
methods lack in accurate detection of edges, fails in edge
connectivity and acquiring of optimal qualitative and quan-
titative analysis. Therefore, in this paper, an effective edge
detection algorithm is proposed which successfully comply
with the following conditions: 1) The algorithm should have
better edge connectivity. 2) The algorithm should provide
with improved edge width uniformity. 3) The algorithm must
produce acceptable entropy value. 4) The results should have
maximum similarity and minimum error to the respective
ground truth.

II. PROBLEM CONSTRAIN

Edge detection techniques are classified into two domains:
Spatial Domain and Frequency Domain. Basically, spatial
domain executes direct operations over the image pixels,
such as operator-based methods. Operator based approaches
are categorized into first order and second order methods.
Technically, first order method estimates the first derivation
of image gradient and second order method approximate sec-
ond derivation of the image gradient. Sobel, Prewitt and
Roberts edge detectors are categorized as first order methods
and Laplacian & Canny as second order methods, respec-
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TABLE 1. Limitations of spatial domain methods.

tively. Limitations of Spatial Domain Methods are discussed
in Table 1.
Unlike Spatial, an image can be converted into a Frequency

Domain using Fourier Transform method. Later to which
various operations were performed. Thus, fine details were
extracted from low frequencies and corresponding image
contour were obtained from high frequencies. Frequency
domain carries a limitation of huge search space.
The foremost objective was the rapid and accurate edges

detection of object from an image. In the initial phase,
an attempt for effective edge detection wasmade byGonzalez
andWoods [22]. Prewitt operator was a discrete differentiable
operator that computes the gradient of an image intensity
function. It was limited to eight possible orientations, from
which the majority were not accurate. Though it was easy to
implement yet it was highly sensitive to noise.
Later, first order differential-based edge detection

approach was developed, named Sobel edge detection algo-
rithm. The gradient was a ration of a functional variation and
an image can be considered as a sampling point group of
continuous functions of a gray image. Therefore, substantial
variations in the value of a gray image can be verified
using discrete approach gradient functions. The major issue
with the Roberts operator was its sensitivity to noise while
evaluation of direction difference. Thus, Sobel proposed an
omnidirectional differential operator, having a partial deriva-
tive in m and n direction. It was a3× 3 convolution kernelled
row edge operator [9] of point E(c, d), namely

Ac = {E(c+1, d − 1)+(2 × E (c+1, d))+E(c+1, d+1)
− {E (c− 1, d − 1)+(2 × E (c− 1, d))
+E(c− 1, d+1)

Ad = {E(c− 1, d+1)+(2 × E (c, d+1))+E(c+1, d+1)
− {E (c− 1, d − 1)+(2 × E (c, d − 1))
+E(c+1, d − 1)































(1)

The above formula applies weightage average difference of
image intensity in neighborhood of E(c, d). Here, the gradi-
ent directs at the highest variation of the function E(c, d) and
its size can be computed from (2)

G(c, d) =
√

A2c + A2d (2)

Equation (2) presents that the gradient amplitude E(c, d)
was intensified unit distance in the direction of the highest

TABLE 2. Classification of physical measures of edge quality and their
quality indices.

rate change. For digital images the mentioned (2) is further
reduced to (3).

G(c, d) = |Ac| + |Ad | (3)

Sobel was a weighting algorithm which detects the edge
by weighting all the adjacent point pixels in each direction
(Left, Right, Up and Down) and identifies edge according
to phenomena that it can reach to extreme value in the edge
points.
Thus, Sobel obtains smooth effect over noise but the mag-

nitude of the edges degrades drastically which leads to the
production of false edges and extreme low pixel localization
due to the influence of local average concept. Therefore,
Sobel was not preferred edge detection approach for high
accuracy.
By 1986, a widely known Canny operator was proposed

by Canny [23]. The canny operator uses a Gaussian filter to
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FIGURE 2. Edge detection can be easily performed on normal images but there is always an issue in the processing with low contrast images.
Therefore, simulations are performed on such images with an aim to identify an intensity, for generating the final image fit for edge detection. It has
been identified that intensity below 20/8.33 causes double edges and automatic noise generation. Whereas, intensity above 20/8.33 causes highly
smooth image with no edge information.

smooth the image and for noise removal.

d =
{8 × (φ) − 1}

2
(4)

Once the gradient magnitude has been computed non-
maximum suppression was applied, where the algorithm
eliminated the non-edge pixels.

Guass Kernal =
1

√
2π × φ

.exp

[

−
(

E2
)

2 × (φ)2

]

(5)

Basically, smoothing of an image was performed using
Gaussian filter and reduction in noise was made specific of
particular standard deviation σ . Computation of the gradi-
ent magnitude for partial derivatives using finite-difference
approximations over which non-Maxima suppression was
applied.

If I [u, v] was an image. Gaussian Smoothing Filter was
presented as Gs[u, v, δ], where δ depicts the Gaussian spread
and manage the smoothness degree.

Sm[u, v] = Gs[u, v, δ] · I [u, v] (6)

Sm[u, v] was smoothed array used to compute α and β partial
derivatives A [u, v] and B [u, v] as:

A[u, v] ≈ (Sm[u, v+ 1] − Sm[u, v]

+ Sm[u+ 1, v+ 1] − Sm[u+ 1, v]) /2

B[u, v] ≈ (Sm[u, v] − Sm[u+ 1, v]

+ Sm[u, v+ 1] − Sm[u+ 1, v+ 1]) /2

By averaging finite differences, the computation of α and
β partial derivatives were made. Gradient magnitude and
orientation were figured as:

Mg [u, v] =
√

A[u, v]2 + B[u, v]2 (7)

Finally, hysteresis thresholding was applied along the
edges. Basically, hysteresis used two thresholds: upper
threshold and lower threshold. Here, the pixel gradient above
the upper threshold was marked as an edge and the pixel
gradient below the lower threshold was discarded. If the pixel
gradient lies between the two thresholds, it would be consid-
ered as candidate edge points. The candidate edge points in
connection with edge edges would be considered as an edge.

Technically, canny use non-maxima suppression method
for enhancing the signal w. r. t. noise ratio, as the suppression
method results in one-pixel wide ranges as the outcome.
The canny edge detector has few of loopholes such as: 1) It
lacks in time consumption. 2) The use of the huge count
of parameters in the canny edge operator algorithm leads to
infinite tweaking for obtaining a little better result. 3) There
is still a need of connecting the resulting edges for extrac-
tion of complete edges those are obvious from the human
perspective. 4) The Gaussian smoothing causes a lack in the
localization of the detected edges (it directly depends on the
size of Gaussian kernel). 5) Gaussian smoothing causes a
blurriness in the corners, junctions and edges. 6) The corner
pixels lead in open-ended edges and missing junctions.

In later year, Rong et al. [24] proposed an improved Canny
Edge Detection Algorithm (ICA). Firstly, a gravitational field
intensity concept had been introduced in the algorithm to
replace the image gradient that was earlier used in tradi-
tional canny edge operator. Secondly, developed two adaptive
threshold selection methods for an image with less and rich
edge information. In ICA the templates of the image gradient
with a2 × 2 neighboring area operator are improved with a
replacement to 3 × 3 neighboring area operator.
Traditional Canny Edge operator had 2 × 2 neighboring

area operator as: Gx =
[

−1 1
−1 1

]

and Gy =
[

1 1
−1 −1

]

. And

the ICA has improved to 3 × 3 neighboring area operator as:

Gx =
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The edges in image only occupy a little part, therefore an
inversely proportional relation had been observed between
gradient magnitude of the edge pixels ad edge pixels count.
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FIGURE 3. Performing edge detection on low contrast image has always been a challenging chore in computer vision. Therefore,
the proposed algorithm step forward to minimize the low performance rate on such images. Firstly, to verify the suitability of the
inputted image for edge detection gray thresh value is calculated by the proposed algorithm. It has been witnessed that computed
gray thresh value sometimes falls in a situation when image turns unfit for result generation because of a lack in image contrast.
Therefore, conduct of simulative experiment is made to identify the minimum threshold value below which image turns unfit. From
the experiment it has been analyzed that threshold value below 0.2 fails in acquiring of edges from an image (As presented in
IM (1)+ and IM (2)+). Whereas on increasing the contrast of an image to an extent (As presented in IM (1)++, IM (1)+++, IM (2)++

and IM (2)+++), proposed algorithm results to a threshold value 0.2 and above, respectively. It has successfully led to a generation of
edges from the corresponding images (the slightly generated edge pixels are encircled). Lastly, with an aim to increase the contrast of
an image, imadjust() is called. Finally, the complete process is executed again on the adjusted image. (Detailed discussion in made in
Step-3 of Section-3).

FIGURE 4. The proposed method handled the other limitation of edge detection i.e. Edge Connectivity with an implementation of triple
intensity thresholds. Simulations are performed on an image with an aim to achieve a complete coverage to the grayscale intensity range
such that no intensity lead to generation of compromising edge detection outcomes. Multiple combinations were selected for simulations
(as presented in above images) but the combination of 64, 85 and 170 not only provided the complete coverage to the grayscale intensity
range but also lead to a generation of more connected edges with an improved noise handling in the image.

Hence, selection of threshold had a great relationship with
the mean of gradient magnitude and standard deviation. For
images with less edge information the gradient magnitude
of majority of the pixels was located in a small range in
images, which ends up to a relatively small mean of gra-
dient magnitude and the standard deviation. Thus double-
threshold selection method for such images had been made
under consideration. Whereas, in images with a large field
of view, the contrast of each part of the entire image was
inconsistent, and the image gradient’s standard deviation was
large relatively. Therefore, for this kind of images, a selection
to double-threshold for each pixel was made under consider-
ation. Finally, it had been identified even the ICA not only
keeps the advantages of the traditional Canny algorithm, but

also it enhances the ability of noise suppression and edge
information. But its computing speed was relatively slow and
when analyzed qualitatively, a further improvement is still
required.

Thus, to overcome the drawbacks of the above studied
approaches, a new efficient edge detection algorithm is pro-
posed. Themajor edge quality measures which should always
be considered for effective outcomes in the state-of-the-art are
discussed in Table 2.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

This section covers a detailed discussion of the proposed
algorithm (B-Edge). The pictorial flow of the data in the
algorithm is presented in Fig. 5. The algorithm is as follows:
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FIGURE 5. Data flow diagram of the proposed algorithm.

FIGURE 6. Process over the pixels for edge formation in all the four directions: (a) the current pixel
is considered to be an edge pixel, if the value of right pixel is larger than the selected threshold.
(b) If the value of left pixel is larger than the selected threshold, the current pixel is considered to
be an edge pixel. (c) If the value of below pixel is larger than the selected threshold, the current
pixel is considered to be an edge pixel. (d) The current pixel is considered to be an edge pixel, only
if the value of above pixel is larger than the selected threshold.

Step-1: The image Iimg, is read from the database.
Step-2 (Graythresh and Threshold Computation Phase):

The graythresh of each pixel is computed by (8),

ψ =

(

∑n
α=1

∑m
β=1 ara

)

m · n
(8)

Here, m and n depict the pixel dimensions and ara is an
array of an input image. Graythresh provides an average of
an image, which is different for every inputted image.
Step-3 (Intensity Adjustment Phase): The corresponding

threshold value (φ) of an image is then computed by (9),

Phi =
ψ · 20
8.33

(9)
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FIGURE 7. Illustrates (a) original Image. (b) Prewitt’s Outcomes. (c) Sobel’s Outcomes. (d) Canny’s Outcomes. (e) Improved Canny’s Outcomes.
(f) Our Outcomes. (g) Ground Truth.

With an aim to increase the contrast of an image Iimg, the com-
puted 9 is multiplied with a constant 20/8.33. The constant
20/8.33 is made under consideration because as per the fur-
ther simulative experiment it has been witnessed that a value
greater than 20/8.33, results to a higher8 value. This leads to
an implementation of the additional step of blurriness with a
high magnitude which results in high smoothness in an image
that causes a reduction in edge information. Whereas, a lesser
value than 20/8.33, results to a lower 8 value. This leads

to an implementation of blurriness with a low magnitude
which results in double edges and automatic noise generation
which minimized the generation of acceptable outcomes (See
Fig. 2). Here, the computed value of 8 sometimes falls in
a situation when image Iimg turns unfit to obtain a result
because of the lack in image contrast. Therefore, a conduct
of simulative experiment is made to identify the minimum
8 value below which Iimg turns unfit. From the simulative
experiments it has been identified that the intensity of an
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FIGURE 8. Illustrates (a) original Image. (b) Prewitt’s Outcomes. (c) Sobel’s Outcomes. (d) Canny’s Outcomes. (e) Improved
Canny’s Outcomes. (f) Our Outcomes. (g) Ground Truth.

image below 0.2 results in a black outcome due to low
contrast and unsatisfactory presence of the color difference in
the image. Thus, our target is to increase the image contrast
(See Fig. 3). ‘‘imadjust()’’ function is called in the proposed
method with an aim to automatically increase the image con-
trast. Thus, with an implementation of the blurriness effect in
an algorithm our method handles the first limitation of edge
detection i.e. ‘‘Edge Thickness’’ satisfactorily.

Step-4 (Grayscale Conversion Phase): A grayscale image
technically variates in an intensity range of 0-255. From
the literature review it has been identified that an optimal
selection of the threshold for effectual edge detection has
constantly been a key challenge in computer vision. It has
been noted that a non-consideration to complete intensity
range has always resulted to insufficient improvement in
edge detection. Even double threshold method of Canny edge
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FIGURE 9. The results in comparison of previously proposed methods through entropy on various human body parts.

operator detects the edge rely on gradient magnitude-based
information, which requires an improvement in edge connec-
tivity and image information. Therefore, a multiple threshold
approach is used in our proposed method.
Here, triple intensity threshold values set as α, β, γ have

been defined that aims a complete coverage to the grayscale
intensity range such that no intensity leads to a generation
of compromising edge detection outcome. In this method,
the threshold selection is based on automatic simulated
results conducted in color processing. From the simula-
tions 64, 85 and 170 are selected as best possible intensity
values for contributing an improvement in edge detection

(See Fig. 4). To ensure acceptable outcomes the image Iimg
is firstly converted to grayscale by (10).

ara (α, β) =
∑

(ara (α, β, :))
3

(10)

where, α ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n} and β ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}. Here, inten-
sities 64, 85 and 170 are made under consideration because
it is witnessed that the intensity 64 fulfills the requirement of
low intensities for appropriate edge detection and its property
also matches to properties of intensities greater than 220.
Whereas, intensity 85 majorly carries a grayscale shade that
falls between the range 70-120 and its property also matches
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TABLE 3. Parametric evaluation of selected images through entropy difference.

to properties of intensities closer to 135. In the case of inten-
sity 170, if the intensity value slightly changes, then it leads
to the creation of double edges. Thus, selecting these triple
intensities delivers a complete coverage to intensity range,
therefore leads to effective edge detection with improved
edge connectivity. This algorithm can obtain threshold auto-
matically, which has higher practical value in the practical
engineering application.
Step-5 (Best Solution Selection): An appropriate range

check has been examined. The individual threshold that falls
under ideal range of shortlisted intensities is considered as
one of the three finalized thresholds for the edge detec-
tion than the latest obtained. Unlike to the above scenario,
if the individual threshold would not fall under ideal range,
then the general threshold is continuing to take its respec-
tive position for the threshold. Initialize a zero array O to
any user defined size [α, β]. Once the three thresholds are

identified from above operations than the scanning over the
pixels in the horizontal direction is applied and detected
edge pixels of the object will be updated in the empty
array O (as described in Fig. 6). Finally, the array is called
and the resultant edged image is revealed. It is performed
as,
if (ara (α − k, β−k) > Selected Thresholds(8))
Update O (α, β) by 1

Where, α ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n},β ∈ {1, 2, . . . ., n} and k ∈
{−1, 0, 1}
Step-6: Repeat the step 5 with respect to vertical direction

now.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS WITH PERFORMANCE

ANALYSIS

Using the Berkeley dataset (BSDS500) the proposed edge
detection algorithm has been evaluated both qualitatively
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TABLE 4. Parametric evaluation of selected images through MSE.

and quantitatively. BSDS500 is an extension of BSDS300,
encompasses original 300 images for validation/ train-
ing 170 and 200 images for testing [12], [13]. This
benchmark operates by performing comparisons between
machine-generated contours and ground truth data are shown
in Fig. 7-9, that allows segmentation assessment in a similar
framework by concerning region boundaries as contours.

A. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

Qualitative assessment of obtained outcomes together with
the outcomes of four major benchmarked edge detection
algorithms [9], [22]–[24] are shown in Fig. 7-9. Fig. 7-
8 (a) present images selected for operations. Fig. 7-8 (b-
e) correspondingly, displays the results of Prewitt [22],
Sobel [9] Canny [23] and Improved Canny (ICA) [16].

The outcomes of the proposed algorithm (B-Edge) are
displayed in Fig. 7-8 (f). Prewit’s and Sobel’s results are
marginally similar to the ground truth as less continuity in the
detected edges are identified but many more enhancements
have been observed from the Canny’s results, which are
much similar to the ground truth images. On observation,
over-segmentation has been identified in the results of Sobel.
Since Sobel effectively highlights noise initiated in real world
pictures, the detected edges are analyzed to be thicker in
comparisons to the other (See Fig. 7-9 (c)). Unlike these,
the outcomes from Canny’s method have more connected
edges. Even then, in some cases double edges are encountered
by Canny (Fig. Fig. 7-8 (d)). A minute enhancement in the
Canny method is observed with the implementation of ICA
(See Fig. Fig. 7-8 (e)).
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TABLE 5. Parametric evaluation of selected images through PSNR.

Although the B-Edge did not satisfactorily detect the com-
plete background edges in the Row-1 of the Fig. 7 as pre-
sented in the corresponding ground truth but it has success-
fully identified the object’s edges. Even, a discontinuity can
be observed from the ICA’s outcome for the same image.
Maximum identical edges to the corresponding ground truths
have been identified by the B-Edge in Row- 6 of Fig. 7,
and Row- 4 & 5 of Fig. 8. High edge connectivity has been
witnessed in Row- 2 & 5 of Fig. 7 and Row- 2, 3 & 4 of
Fig. 8. In case of noise handling, acceptable results have been
acquired and observed by the proposed method in Row- 1, 2,
4 & 6 of Fig. 7 and Row- 1, 3, 4 & 5 of Fig. 8. In contrast,
high noise occurrence can be noticed from the outcomes of
the existing algorithms.
Despite all, the proposed algorithm is efficiently managing

over-segmentation issues, edge continuity, uniformity of the
detected edges and has preserved more local edge informa-
tion. Like the above images, the proposed algorithm B-Edge
is applied over the MR images of various human body parts
such as elbow, ankle, knee and brain. The results are presented
in Fig. 9. On the execution of the B-Edge on human body
parts it is witnessed that the proposed algorithm obtains the

improved outcomes in comparison to the existing methods by
efficiently handling noise, double edges, edge connectivity
and entropy. In image Brain-3, B-Edge effectively identified
the tumor using edges, whereas from the outcomes of Prewitt
and Sobel a huge edge disconnection is observed which made
these methods inappropriate for analysis of medical images.
Unlike to Prewitt and Sobel, ICA turns unable to handle the
noise which leads to high entropy values. In case of Brain-1
and Brain-2 double edges and low information content are
witnessed from Prewitt and Sobel. Where ICA obtained the
edges from background region of an image which leads to
high entropy value. In image ankle, knee and elbow high edge
discontinuity can be observed from the outcomes of Prewitt
& Sobel and high noise presence can be witnessed from the
outcomes of ICA for the respective images.

B. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

A complete quantitative assessment through Entropy [25],
MSE (Mean Squares Error), PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise
Ratio) [26] & finally the SSIM (Structural Similarity
Index) [27] is discussed in this section. The outcomes of the
quantitative analysis are presented in Fig. 7-9.
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TABLE 6. Parametric evaluation of selected images through SSIM.

C. ENTROPY

The content of an information that is present in an
image is measured through entropy function introduced
by E. Shannon in 1948 [25] which is defined as
follows:

H (I ) = −
∑L

i=0
pi log pi (11)

In (11), I represent an image and pi is the rate of recur-
rence of pixels with intensity i. Shannon’s entropy states
that, lesser the value of H (I ) designates information with
low content, however on the other hand too high value of
H (I ) indicates the presence of noise and double edges. There-
fore, H (I ) should always lie in the middle of both extremes
for best results. The graphical analysis of obtained results
in comparison to previously proposed methods through
entropy difference on human body parts are presented
in Fig. 10.
The successful discovery of the meaningful edges is

detected through the proposed approach. The attained entropy
difference values are less than canny but higher than Prewitt’s,
Sobel’s and relies nearby canny in some scenarios, which
state that the entropy difference values fall in between the two

FIGURE 10. The graphical analysis of the results obtained from human
body parts images in comparison of previously proposed methods
through entropy.

extremes. Even though noise has been encountered in some
cases, the acquired entropy difference values of the proposed
approach are lesser than those of Canny and ICA. Therefore,
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FIGURE 11. The graphical analysis of the obtained results in comparison
of previously proposed methods through similarity.

it results in edges that restrain lesser noise proportions and
more information content. Collectively, it also delivers the
shade differences that is present in respective images. The
obtained values of entropy difference for selected images are
presented in Table III. Finally, it makes B-Edge algorithm
a reliable method for MR images analysis of different body
parts.

D. MSE (MEAN SQUARE ERROR) AND PSNR

The mean square error of the respective outcome is computed
from (12).

MSE =
1

mn

∑m−1

0

∑n−1

0
||O (s, t)− P (s, t)||2 (12)

Here, ‘O’ depicts the matrix data of source image, ‘P’ depicts
the matrix data of obtained image, the total rows and columns
count of the image pixels is presented as ‘m’ and ‘n’, ‘s’
depicts the index value of rows and ‘t’ depicts the index
value of columns. The lowMSE represents satisfactory edged
results while a high MSE represents the non-acceptable out-
comes [26].

The obtained values of MSE for images are presented
in Table 4. It has been observed that the MSE values of
Prewitt and Sobel are relatively higher for several images
because of over segmentation as discussed earlier. Pre-
witt and Sobel’s results overtake the results of Canny for
image IM-1, IM-2, IM-26 and IM-27 in Table 4. In con-
trast, B-Edge achieves the minimum MSE values. A study
reveals the lack of effectiveness in predicting the human
response to image quality through PSNR method. There-
fore, SSIM was introduced. PSNR has been computed
from (13).

V. CONCLUSION

To overwhelm the issue of traditional approaches, our
proposed method is capable to obtain desirable results from
both normal and medical images. The proposed system

encompasses a procedure that analyzes the further pieces of
evidence from the image and connects the short contours
into long ones. The obtained results are made compared
with traditional algorithms. On observation, it is concluded
that: 1) Developed method can successfully detect robust &
thin edges with less noise proportion. 2) It provides with
better edge continuity. 3) It provides better entropy value.
There are several directions to improve B-Edge: 1) The pro-
posal algorithm does not effectively work over blur images.
2) The time computation needs to be improved. 3) More
optimal outcomes can be attained with the implementation
with the deep learning approach. Finally, we would encour-
age that the future work to practice over more challenging
databases. Better object detection and recognition can be
acquired if the algorithm proposed is used in real time. This
proposed edge detectionmethod can be used in various device
and application such as robots, automations, and medical
equipment for safety, advancement and betterment of the
society.
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